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(Proceedings of the 15**^ ICV, Zurich, 1993)
that the coat of arms occupied the whole flag'!’ Probably
not Which colour were they? We dare say that they
were probably black Likewise, the four flags on the
second step of the catafalque were heraldic. All of these
were crimson and bore the royal arms, but each flag
had a different and particular name, guidon, banner,
standard and pennant. What was the shape and size of
each flag? Although Lbpez de Hoyos does not specify
anything in this respect (should we believe that these
characteristics were well-known to the readers of his
report?), we can conclude from the description that the
pennant was the smallest, followed by the guidon (big
ger, as it was trailing on the ground), the banner (even
bigger) and the standard (the biggest).
The three flags on the th.rd step were plain flags, not
heraldic ones Precsely because of that they are, with
out any doubt, the most interesting from a vexillological point of view. In his description quoted above, L6pez
de Hoyos refers to three flags in three colours. Did each
flag have only one colour or did each of them show all
three co'ours? The practices of that time make us think
that each flag had only one colour. And if we assume
that Lbpez de Hoyos mentioned them in their order the
personal standard («gui6n») was white, the standard
black and the pennant yellow. Which shapes did all
these flags have? We have already sa.d that Lbpez de
Hoyos does not tell anything about it So we have to
deduce it from other contemporary sources or protovexillological worxs* According to such references, all
these flags were of square or rectangular shape, they
did only differ in size and charges. The exception is the
pennant, which was swallow-tailed All these vexillologists agree that the personal standard did not carry the
royal arms, only personal devices. However, in Lbpez
de'Hoyos' text it is said that all the flags had the royal
arms, with the Prince's label (hence tne Prince's perso
nal arms). Are we mistaken in our interpretation of the
sources? Is Lbpez de Hoyos wrong in his description?

Scheme of flag decoration at the
cataphalque of Pence Charles according to
Ldpez de Hoyos

Perhaps Prince Charles did not yet have any personal
device due to his early death?
In any case, Lbpez de Hoyos' report (like many others)
demonstrates tne outstanding role wnich flags could
play in baroque royal obsequ'es At the same time (and
herein lies the exceptional importance of this text) it is
the only source (to our best knowledge) describing
Prince Charles' personal colours.

Notes
Juan LOpez de Hoyos was a I b' century intellectual, writer and
scholar A well-known person in Madrid, he was the school teacher
of Miguel de Cervantes, the author of rOon Quixote*
’ LPpez de Hoyos is wrong P- nee Charles' mother was not Juana,
but Mana Maruela, tne f *st wife of Philip II
’ Readers who are inteTSted .n further details about Prince Charges'
obseqijies may consult the <Report of the ZO'" International
Congress of Genealogy and Heraid7', Uppsala, 1992, where we
have studied the heraid r aspects in Prince Charles’ funeral
ornamenta'ion
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